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On Merseyside (https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/Merseyside), almost

everything gets related to football. Liverpool

(https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/Liverpool) and Everton

(https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/Everton) are a huge source of civic

pride. It is arguable that too much of the region’s identity is wrapped up in the

sport. Nevertheless, the teams matter enormously and have brought great

succour to an area that has suffered socially, economically and politically over

the decades.

The boycott of The Sun (https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/the-sun) after the

Hillsborough disaster of 1989 fused all these currents together. The newspaper

printed inexcusable lies about the behaviour of Liverpool supporters on the day

of the tragedy that left 96 fans dead. The city came together to express disgust

for the tabloid by refusing to buy it. Evertonians have remained staunch

alongside their Kopite rivals in shunning the paper. The message ‘Don’t buy The

Sun’ is everywhere around Anfield and Goodison. Both clubs have barred

reporters from the despised media outlet from their stadiums.
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The power of the boycott is reflected in its intensity three decades on from

Hillsborough. It has become entrenched in the folk history of the city. So it

seemed to make sense when a report by Florian Foos of the London School of

Economics and Daniel Bischof of Zurich University suggested that the voluntary

proscription of The Sun on Merseyside in the past 30 years had a significant

effect on the perceptions of the European Union in the 2016 Brexit

(https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/brexit) vote.

The entirely logical line taken by Foos and Bischof is that Eurosceptic media –

The Sun, the Daily Mail and The Daily Telegraph in particular – have influenced

the public’s view of the trading bloc. The Sun, the report says, slipped from

55,000 sales per day to 12,000. According to the study, the wider Liverpool

region has become more pro-EU during the period of the boycott and this proves

the power of newspapers in influencing their readers.

There are a number of flaws in this theory. News UK, The Sun’s publishers, are

tight-lipped about the decline in sales but those who have been involved in

internal discussions suggest that the figures are much worse than suggested. The

customer base has been almost wiped out in this part of the north-west.
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On the face of it, this backs up the argument. The reality is different. The study

cites the British Social Attitudes survey, an annual review, which recorded that

in 1983 more than 50 per cent of Merseysiders supported leaving the EU, a

number that fell to less than 15 per cent by the time the study’s parameters were

changed in 2004.

There are a number of problems with this. In the 1980s, Liverpool struggled

with serious social and economic issues. When the UK became part of Europe in

1973, it hastened the decline of the docks on the Mersey. Britain’s commercial

emphasis turned to south-coast ports like Dover and Southampton. In Liverpool

unemployment rose, factories relocated and trade went elsewhere.

There was a deep-seated suspicion that being part of Europe led to jobs leaving

the city. The English nationalism and anti-immigrant feeling that has

underpinned the Brexit debate was completely absent. Liverpool is a city built on

waves of inward migration. The mood was not anti-European, it was anti-

unemployment.

Added to this, the government of Margaret Thatcher that was elected in 1979

imposed a form of austerity that withdrew resources from local authorities and

Liverpool’s left-wing council were embroiled in a losing battle with central

government. The Conservative cabinet even considered a “managed decline” of

the city – effectively starving residents into relocating. The pre-Hillsborough

resentment was largely towards Westminster, something the study does not

reflect.

Corbyn’s muddled approach to Brexit shows the left-wing anti-European

sentiment that lies within Labour (Getty)

(Getty Images)

There was also a left-wing anti-European sentiment that has always existed

within the Labour (https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/labour) Party –

Jeremy Corbyn’s muddled approach to Brexit reflects this – and that coloured

some views on Merseyside.
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